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You're known as a style icon. How did that happen?

When people started talking about how I dressed in the early days, I was always dismissive of it. If you're in a band, it's really uncool to talk about what you're wearing. You just wear it. It's meant to be all about the music, but obviously that's not true. I do make an effort and I've always loved clothes. My mum loved clothes too and I think it's in my blood. Every Christmas, my great-grandma would sew pyjamas, quilts and clothes for everyone in the family. I'd go to her house and her whole back room was full of fabrics. She would start on New Year's Day and work all year long. My grandma made all my mum's clothes. My mum didn't even get a say in the matter. She'd come home and her mum would say, "Here's your prom dress." Then my mum made all my clothes. We'd go to the fabric store, look through the books and choose the patterns, the buttons and the zips. I love clothes and fashion - it's an extension of my personality. It really isn't important in life, but it's fun.

Did you always love unusual clothes, rather than chain-store fashion?

I've always loved shopping and making my own outfits. When I was young and Mum said, "Let's go to the mall," I always replied, "Can I just go to the thrift store? You get really cool stuff there." I would buy the clothes and then alter everything on our sewing machine. My bedroom was always the one you didn't go into - unless you wanted to get pins stuck in your foot. I was always doing projects and making my own clothes.

Have you always been close to your family?

My family is really tight. When the band started, everyone would come over to our house and Mum would drive them around. The Stefans were like the Brady Bunch. The day I got my nose pierced, we were playing a local show and my mum drove me there. We're really close.

When No Doubt started, you were only a teenager. Did you make your own clothes then?

I've always made my own clothes. When we first went on tour, I sat around and made three outfits; they were Disneyland-cartoonish dresses. Then I got lucky, made more money and hooked up with a girl who made clothes for me. I could just call her, tell her what I wanted and she'd send me out different fabric samples. So I'd be on tour and could ask for polka-dot pants in yellow and a top with black stripes. When you're on tour, you don't have time to buy clothes. Then I met Andrea Lieberman, a stylist who is so cool. She streamlined my ideas and improved them. I was blown away.
You have your own fashion line now, LAMB. How is that?

To be here talking about it is beyond me. I didn’t know what I was doing, but it was so much fun. I got inspiration from designers, stole ideas from everyone, and then thought, “What do I want to wear?” I started making clothes and doing drawings. I had so many things going on; it became really overwhelming. I thought, “I can’t believe I’ve done this, what a mistake,” but by then it was done. It was a distraction from my music, but I’m only trying to please myself really.

Lots of stars just give their names to a clothing line. Are you involved with design or do others do most of the work?

I’m involved. I could easily go out and make tons of money cashing in — trying to do something my fans could afford at Target — but I’m not really interested in that. I’m passionate about designing and find it very artistic. I want to do it for real and make a brand that’s going to last. I want something that will be there for my 15-year-old daughter. I love it so much that, if it got taken away, I’d be so sad. I want to cry just talking about it.

You do some mainstream fashion, making Le Sportsac bags. How did that happen?

They asked me to be a guest designer and I thought, “Why not?” I remembered them from when I was a kid. When the bags came out it was weird. I’d see a girl across the street, owning her bag, but it was my bag; you know what I mean? It’s a bit of a jealous feeling but it’s magical that people like my bags and clothes. One thing that saves me from that jealousy is that I have them the season before.
The Gwen Fashion Files

Little black dress? Like, no thanks! Gwen's rock-star style is all about DIY skater-punk chic with an injection of '40s Hollywood glam.

2001
WARDBEVERTE STAPLE NO. 1: LOW-SLUNG PANTS. GWEN SHOWS OFF HER FAMOUS MIDRIFF AT THE MEXICAN PREMIERE.

2002
NO-ONE DOES MISCHANGING PANTS AND FRONTS QUITE LIKE GWEN. SHE ALSO GIVES "CAMEO-YE" HER SHOES. A NEW MEANING...

2002
A GLAM TAKE ON LO-FI SKATER PUNK: BAGGY JEANS, SNEAKERS AND THE CUTEST SPOTTED JACKET.

2002

2002
TED I MENTION I'M A ROCK STAR? GWEN DOES P&S AND THE "I DON'T CARE WHAT I LOOK LIKE" THING.

2002
"I'M JUST A GIRL." UM, WHATEVER YOU SAY but we won't be missing with you in that outfit.

2002
CAN SHE KICK IT? OH YEAH! OUR FAVOURITE PLATINUM BLONDE PROVES SPORTY CAN STILL LOOK COOL.

2002
WHO SAYS CELEBS DON'T RECYCLE? GWEN'S PAVE CAP AND HAT GET ANOTHER LOOK IN TOTALY STREET.

2003
FASHION MOMENT: ANIMAL PRINT FAUX FUR AND DENIM COMBINED WITH A KILLER FOUT EQUALS INSTANT ROCK-STAR CHIC.

2003
POLKA-DOT PRINCESS! GWEN GOES SWEET AND SOPHISTICATED AT THE GRAMMYS IN NEW YORK.

2003
DREAMING OF THE CARIBBEAN SUN: KEEPING HERSELF WARM WITH JAMAICAN COLOURS AND THE ARMS OF HER HUSBAND.

2003
JEANS, SNEAKERS AND COSY JACKETS: ROCKS COOLEST COUPLE HEAD OUT FOR THEIR DAILY CONSTITUTIONAL.
What skills do you need to be a designer?
The whole collection, of course, is just ripping off everyone else. That's what I've done my whole life in music, style, everything. I don't care who you are, it's all about stealing and borrowing from everyone and making it your own.

Who's your favourite designer?
One would be John Galliano. I can't even believe I know him. Vivienne Westwood is another. The first fashion show I ever went to was hers. Talk about stealing ideas. I don't know where she stole hers from but her clothes are so wearable.

Why did you call your clothing line LAMB?
Lamb was the name I used to call my dog. Her real name was Marilyn - after Marilyn Monroe - because she had blonde hair, but it developed into Lamb because, for the last few years of her life, she always followed me everywhere, like Mary's little lamb. I then started calling anything cute "lamb" and named the clothes after my dog who passed away.

Do you call Gavin "Lamb"?
Hmm, interesting. No. Lamb has taken on a whole new meaning with the clothes, so it doesn't mean what it used to.

Do you have any indulgences when it comes to clothes?
When I go to London I splurge on Vivienne's clothes and come home with bags full of them. I'll buy whatever I can because I love her clothes and they fit me really well. She's spectacular.

Are there any similarities between creating a garment and writing a song?
It's the same feeling. You write the song for yourself, from your heart. I don't sit there thinking, "What kind of song can I write for my fans?" I write my song and then it goes out there and people embrace it as the backdrop to their life.

What does your upcoming solo album mean for No Doubt?
We're taking a break but we're definitely not breaking up. I wanted to make an '80s dance record with fake drumbeats, kinda like Sult-N-Pepa, and I couldn't do that with No Doubt. I haven't finished it yet.

What do you think of the constant comparisons to Marilyn Monroe, Jean Harlow and Madonna? Are they annoying or flattering?
It's crazy but it's not annoying. It's amazing to play Jean Harlow in this new film The Aviator [which also stars Leonardo DiCaprio and Cate Blanchett]. It's bizarre that I get to play the original blonde bombshell. She comes on the screen and she's a light bulb. Growing up in L.A., I became really fascinated with starlets. My whole room was filled with Marilyn Monroe posters and I loved old musicals and early Hollywood. It was such a glamorous era. Madonna came out when I was at school and I was into other types of music. And admitting I liked a pop idol was not something I did very often. It wasn't until later that I really started to appreciate what an incredibly talented person she is.

Do you and Gavin hang out with Madonna and Guy in London?
Yeah. We've had dinner together and she's great. I like London. I get lots of attention and better tables in restaurants. I was talking to Madonna and she says she prefers her life in London because she feels more free. I know what she means. [In London] I've got to have a break and have family time with Gavin.

Do you think you'll get an English accent?
No. If I ever sound English, slap me.

Is your body natural or the result of gruelling work-outs?
You want me to talk about my hot body? Before anyone has any ideas about me, I'd like to say that I have to work very hard to look as good as I do. I work out every day, but wearing cute clothes is good inspiration. So if I want to eat pizza, I do. But if I want to wear cute clothes I don't.

Are you on a permanent diet?
I go through waves with food. I'm probably like everyone else. If something cool is coming up and I want to look good, I get into my healthy fitness rage and take care of myself. As soon as it's over, it's like "Hooray, let's go get pizza!" I do whatever I want, I become a lazy slob and watch TV. Then I get motivated again. It's the same old cycle and it's the same for everybody I know.

You're busy with music, movies and the fashion thing. How do you find time to be with Gavin?
I make sure it's a number-one priority. Everything else is second. Sometimes I have to say no to things because I want to be home with him and hang out. Relationships are work, like everyone says. You have to put the time in, but so far it's been really fun work. He's so talented, he's good at everything and he's an amazing cook - so I really scored. We have a great time together, I love being married. But I don't have advice for anyone on relationships. If you read any of my lyrics you'll see that! I'm finding my way like everyone else.

You talked about making clothes for your daughter. Are you planning to have children?
I hope so, sometime in the future. I do think about babies and kids. We really want them but at the moment we're enjoying the marriage and being together without children. My life has turned out nothing like I thought it would. Things have kind of evolved. I believe there is a plan for me and it will happen.